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5

Abstract6

As consumers are shifting away from the traditional marketing campaign, companies need7

different marketing campaign to continue to differentiate themselves from other companies.8

One of the latest marketing trends is guerrilla marketing. Guerrilla marketing is a type of9

marketing campaign that uses unique, extreme and eye-catching to attract more customers.10

This article is to explore guerrilla marketing and how it became a successful business model11

for Xiaomi. Besides that, Word-of-Mouth will also be explored and how it becomes an12

important element in guerrilla marketing. This article will increase the understanding of13

guerrilla marketing and how Xiaomi utilize it.14

15

Index terms— guerrilla marketing, word-of-mouth, xiaom i.16

1 Introduction17

arketing is a strategy for a company to raise awareness for the company’s brand, products or services (Mughari,18
2011). There are different marketing strategies that able to be used by a company to raise awareness about their19
brand, products or services. Guerrilla marketing is one of the strategies that are commonly used by companies20
nowadays. Guerrilla marketing is a way to raise awareness of brand, products or services in the public with21
an unexpected way. Guerrilla marketing is a low-cost or near to no cost way of marketing that able to raise22
profits of a company if it is implemented correctly (Manker, 2014). By using guerrilla marketing, companies23
nowadays choose to market their product through social media (Facebook, Twitter, Weibo, etc) where most24
of the audiences spend their time at. By doing advertisement through social media, companies spend less or25
not spending any marketing budget compared to conventional on-ground activation campaign. There are few26
companies that used guerrilla marketing but the company that became successful by using guerilla marketing is27
Xiaomi; a software company. Xiaomi concentrate their marketing through social media sites mostly on Weibo28
(in China) and Facebook (in global market). Their communication with customers is made through Weibo or29
Facebook. They will announce their new product and date of sales through Weibo or Facebook.30

2 II.31

3 Guerrilla Marketing32

Guerrilla marketing is low-cost or near to no cost marketing strategic to raise awareness of the company’s brand,33
products or services. Guerrilla marketing usually will do advertisement with unusual way to implement memory34
about the company’s brand, products or services deep in the customers’ brain. There are 7 basic guidelines for35
a successful guerilla marketing (Levinson, 1994), (1) Be focus on a particular place, time or event to achieve a36
temporary dominancy over the customers. (2) Make sure that the ideology behind the product is carried out37
along with the product.38

(3) Never follow the existing marketing trends or pattern, analyze the current marketing trend, and outrun39
the existing marketing trend. (4) Identify other side effects of the post marketing campaign. ( ??) Overcome all40
doubt on the marketing plan in the marketing team. ( ??) Search for all possible shortcuts for a better option,41
in other word, do not conduct the plan in a direct path. (7) Be as flexible as possible for any possible variables42
in the plan.43
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7 XIAOMI

Be focus on a particular place, time or event to achieve a temporary dominancy over the customers, Mughari44
(2011) state that in order for a company to be successful in guerrilla marketing, the first thing the company45
needs to concentrate is where to put the advertisement, how to put the advertisement and when to put the46
advertisement in order for the company to gain attraction from customers. For example, the company needs to47
do one big promotion activity at the right location, which the promotional activity should be eye-catching and48
able to create lots of attention. Make sure that the ideology behind the product is carried out along with the49
product, Prévot (2009) state that the ideology behind the company’s brand needs to be carried out with the50
product the company is pushing because guerrilla marketing is not about just capturing customers’ attention51
toward the products instead wants to make customers to blend with the company’s brand.52

Never follow the existing marketing trends or pattern, analyses the current marketing trend and outrun the53
existing marketing trend,the third guideline explains that guerrilla marketing activity should be unique in its54
way and should not follow what others had been done in the past ??Baltes&Leibing, 2008). The uniqueness in55
guerrilla marketing represent that a company should not use the same marketing style to promote two different56
products. For example, Google embedded questions on items around the town to promote their search engine57
(Nudd, 2014); this makes Google’s way of marketing is very unique and eye catching. In contrast, Bing uses58
the same way of marketing like Google’s, this makes the promotion not effective and not unique. Identify other59
side effects of the post marketing campaign; the fourth guideline explains that the company should search for60
every possible effect that can produce by the marketing campaign and uses the effects to create stronger effect61
that able to influence the consumers (Prévot, 2009;Ay, Aytekin, &Nardali, 2010). Guerrilla marketing is type of62
marketing campaign that always searching for stronger influences on consumers.63

Overcome all doubt on the marketing plan in the marketing team; the fifth guideline explains that the company64
should eliminate all the doubt that surface in the marketing when guerrilla marketing campaign is introduced65
(Baltes&Leibing, 2008). By doing this can ensure that blame will not occur among team members and same66
amount of effort by team members. Search for all possible shortcuts for a better option, in other word, do not67
conduct the plan in a direct path; Mughari (2011) explain that consumers are more attracted to the unexpected68
path of marketing, which it is able to set apart from the competition and outstanding. Be as flexible as possible69
for any possible variables in the plan; According to Prévot (2009), guerrilla marketing campaign must be flexible70
to adapt necessary changes. This is due to creativity come in all sorts of forms. When the company is able to be71
flexible in accepting creative & unique idea, success will be seen in no time.72

4 III.73

5 Word-of-Mouth74

Word-of-Mouth is one of the important effects in guerrilla marketing. This is the idea or strategy that able to75
make people to talk about a company’s brand, products or services (Keller, 2007;Okazaki, 2009;Notarantonio&76
Quigley, 2009). Word-of-Mouth is a strategy where consumers are aware of a specific company’s brand, products77
or services and start spreading the company’s brand, product or services to more people around them. When a78
customer use a company’s product or service, he or she would share his or her experience with the product or79
service no matter he or she has a good or bad experience with the company’s product or service. The experience80
sharing of the customer will increase the awareness of the company’s brand and increase the sales revenue of the81
company. Thus, it is very important for a company to build a strong brand loyalty with the customers (Shimp,82
Wood &Smarandescu, 2007; Notarantonio& Quigley, 2009).83

6 IV.84

7 Xiaomi85

Xiaomi is a software company that founded by 8 co-founder in 2010. Their first product is MIUI which has86
over 70 million user-bases to the date of this article (En.miui.com, 2014; Stone, 2014). Xiaomi’s priority is to87
distribute their MIUI to global and their involvement in hardware business in 2011 is to help boost their MIUI88
user-base. In order to have more people buying their hardware, Xiaomi decided to sell their products near-tocost89
(Bhagat, 2014). For Xiaomi, setting up a physical store might increase the cost of the product and due to this90
Xiaomi concentrated their business through online. Due to Xiaomi’s product will not available on the website91
all time, Xiaomi needs a way for them to communicate with their customers. Since Xiaomi concentrate their92
business through online, the best way for them to communicate with their customers is by social media (Facebook93
and Weibo). Xiaomi strategy of concentrated their business through social media allows their brand to be known94
in no time (Shih, Lin, &Luarn, 2014; Stone, 2014).95

Since Xiaomi’s MIUI launched in 2010, Xiaomi had built a strong user-base. Xiaomi’s hardware business just96
helps their customers to spread Xiaomi brand easier as it has hardware for people to test out (Seifert, 2013).97
MIUI needed complex procedure to have it on MIUI supported devices. Normal smartphone user will not waste98
their time to learn how to port MIUI to their current smartphone. As Xiaomi’s first hardware released, MIUI99
enthusiastic users manage to show MIUI to their friends and family easily. Besides that, Xiaomi can be so100
successful because they followed guerrilla marketing guidelines. Xiaomi focused their marketing through social101
media (Facebook and Weibo) and utilize the current hot topic. For example, Xiaomi is able to utilize the topic102
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of petrol price increased for RM 0.20. Xiaomi make fun of the petrol price increased by promising their customer103
that they will not increase their products by RM 0.20 also by posting it on Facebook (Mi Malaysia, 2014). This104
quickly becomes a hot topic among Xiaomi’s customers. Xiaomi’s customers felt that the post is hilarious and105
share the post on their profile. As they are sharing the post, more friends or family members who did not know106
about Xiaomi will notice the price of the products or the brand.107

Xiaomi also able to spread it ideology of ”Always believe that something wonderful is about to happen” with108
their products. When a customer receives his or her package from Xiaomi, it always has the ”Wow” factors109
to surprise the customer when they open their package. The ”Wow” factors that make Xiaomi’s customers to110
keep buying their products and also spread Xiaomi’s brand to their friends or family members. Xiaomi’s way111
of marketing is different from their competitors as they will use their sales number to market how demanding112
their products is (Olson, 2014;Bhagat, 2014). For example, in 3rd of July, 2014, Xiaomi is able to sell out 7000113
sets of XiaomiMi 3 in just 35 seconds (Mi Malaysia, 2014) and Xiaomi posted it on Facebook. Many people are114
frustrated and many people are happy with the sales. People who did not heard the Xiaomi as a brand before115
might have the chance to know the brand as people who managed to get one of the 7000 sets or people who116
did not manage to get one will post in their profile to complain or show off. This outstanding way of marketing117
managed to capture people attention.118

Xiaomi do not just blindly advertise their success, they also cover customers’ normal day life. Xiaomi’s mascot,119
MiTu (?å??”) became the tools for Xiaomi’s marketing campaign. Xiaomi do not always market their smartphone120
instead Xiaomi uses MiTu as a medium to communicate with customers. MiTu always plays a role as a friend121
for the customers. MiTu advertisement always related about daily life questions. For example, Xiaomi will post122
a photo in Facebook and in the picture MiTu will ask how your work day is. By just doing that, customers123
will start to comment in the post which the post will also appear in customers’ friends’ newsfeed.Xiaomi style of124
marketing considered as constant as the content is directly connected to their products or the content is trying125
to communicate with their customers. To reach that point, Xiaomi have communicate with their marketing126
team as their doubt have been eliminate and put confident into the marketing content constantly. Xiaomi way127
of marketing is very flexible and unique. Xiaomi concentrate their communication with their customers solely128
through social media. It allows them to always send out latest information to their customers.129

V.130

8 Discussion131

As the research above able to point out, Wordof-Mouth is an important element for guerrilla marketing to become132
successful. Word-of-Mouth does not always work as it is influenced by different elements (YuPing, 2012; Smith,133
Coyle, Lightfoot & Scott, 2007). Xiaomi.s strategy can be so successful is due to mobile internet that is so134
accessible and most of the people in this world are accessing it. Due to this element, Word-of-Mouth became the135
important element that influences the brand recognition of Xiaomi. Besides that, the price of Xiaomi’s products136
also one of the elements as it is so friendly and attractive (Olson, 2014;Bhagat, 2014). Their products’ quality is137
also acceptable by the public. As the first batch of people bought their products and enjoy them, they started138
to spread it around to their family members and friends. People start considering buying it as the price is so139
friendly and attractive. Word-of-Mouth start working as people started to promote Xiaomi’s products. Besides140
that, Xiaomi’s marketing is also very effective as they make their competitive price as the main title. When141
customersare scrolling their Facebook feed and they saw the advertisement about Xiaomi’s products, people142
automatically attracted by the price. Besides that, the unique advertisements also attract conversation from143
people in Facebook. Xiaomi is able to utilize guerrilla marketing by making unique, eyecatching advertisements144
and make the advertisements become conversation to people. Besides that, recently in an interview JonyIve145
complaint that Xiaomi is the copy-cat of Apple it became a hot topic for people to talk about the incident146
(Pasick, 2014). Apple just gave a free publicity to Xiaomi no matter it is a negative or a positive publicity. Any147
news headline that is related to Xiaomi will receive attention as customers starting to notice the brand, Xiaomi.148
Although the news headline of Xiaomi copying Apple gave Xiaomi’s customers negative impression towards149
Xiaomi but there are also a group of Xiaomi customers that backed-up Xiaomi. This might cause Xiaomi to lose150
a certain amount of customers because of this incident. At the same time, due to the friendly and attractive price151
that Xiaomi offer, that incident might just increase the brand recognition from many more people and buying152
more Xiaomi products.153

At last, Xiaomi’s success is not build by days, weeks or even months. Xiaomi’s brand is built through the trust154
from its primary product which is MIUI that currently used by over 70 million of users. With the amount of155
users, Xiaomi is able to become well known by the world by having the users to spread its brand and reputation.156
Word-of-Mouth is able to function due to good reputation and trust that Xiaomi is able to build with their MIUI157
users throughout the years.158

9 VI.159

10 Conclusion160

Guerrilla marketing is a cost effective marketing style for a new company and a small company like Xiaomiand161
Xiaomi is able to utilize the strategy and became successful with it. Word-of-Mouth became the primary element162
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10 CONCLUSION

for Xiaomi’s success as Xiaomi is able to make people to talk about their products no matter where they are.163
Besides that, the trust that Xiaomi able to build with their customers are so strong that even bad news headlines164
will not affect the customers continue to support Xiaomi’s products. The friendly and attractive price of Xiaomi’s165
products became eye-catching as people willing to stop scrolling their Facebook feed to read more about it. Aside166
from that, the friendly and attractive price also became the conversation topic from teenagers to retired people.167
The friendly and attractive price quickly become attention by all ages and start becoming a conversation topic168
regardless of how good or how bad is the quality of the products. Besides that,the fast sold out of their products169
make people curious about how good is their products and again created conversation among people. Word-of-170
Mouth is working perfectly through the support of Xiaomi’s customers as they will continue to remind people that171
how cheap and how good are the products without themselves knowing that they are promoting or advertising172
the brand Xiaomi. Xiaomi’s success is not easy as they only started as a software company and to build trust173
from their users is very difficult because there Volume XIV Issue VII Version I 15 are also many similar products174
that are offer in the market. Despite of all difficulties that Xiaomi faces, Xiaomi is still able to breakthrough and175
build strong user-base. The strong MIUI user-base allows Xiaomi to continuously sell their hardware and adapt176
new users for MIUI. Word-of-Mouth helps Xiaomi to spread their brand to the global market outside China and177
Guerrilla Marketing helps Xiaomi to sell their hardware.
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